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ABSTRACT 
The University of Bristol’s South West Nuclear Hub is part of two large UK academic research 

collaborations aiming to reduce the costs of nuclear power by trialing innovative solutions to major 

decommissioning challenges. Robotics and Artificial Intelligence in Nuclear (RAIN) and the National 

Centre for Nuclear Robotics (NCNR) are the two collaborations tasked by the UK research councils to 

coordinate this activity, for the benefit of the nuclear industry. This paper presents a summary of Bristol’s 

research aimed at generating and demonstrating a series of technologies ready for commercialization. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Institutional inertia, excessive conservatisms and a strict regulatory framework have for years meant that 

innovation has been stifled to maintain the status quo, but ultimately this approach has only maintained 

hazardous plant rather than allowed the timely development and execution of decommissioning plans. 

The nuclear robotics community is now leading the charge for change. 

Decommissioning hazardous nuclear plant is expensive for the taxpayer, and it becomes more risky in 

terms of cost and safety in situations where the hazard has been poorly defined. Often this means the 

scope of a project changes as it proceeds: unexpected costs are incurred when unpleasant surprises are 

discovered. Limited physical access, uncertainty in the distribution of radioactive material, the onset of 

corrosion or other degradation are all factors increasing the complexity of decommissioning tasks. 

Appropriately detailed, accurate and careful in-situ characterisation of plant can help to inform hazard-

reduction projects at the outset of any decommissioning task, and in due course will reduce costs, reduce 

excessive conservatisms, and increase overall safety of the workforce and public. Ultimately the 

application of novel robotic technologies performing characterisation (and dismantling) work will enable 

the nuclear industry to become increasingly cost-effective, and will gain public support where applied [1]. 

Our approach seeks to address the most pressing challenges enunciated by industry: Sellafield, AWE, 

Magnox and EDF being the main problem-owners in the UK. These challenges are wide-ranging, 

requiring different areas of expertise from a multi-disciplinary team to propose the most appropriate 

solution for each characterisation challenge. 

It has become clear than in-situ techniques will help operators to measure important parameters from 

within their plant, and understand therefore what considerations should be taken when planning 

decommissioning activities. Clearly many of the applications for robotics are where facilities are too 

dangerous, contaminated or otherwise difficult for humans to enter, but where data about the hazard 

would be extremely valuable. The use of robotic solutions also has the advantage of being a repeatable 

exercise: changes between measurements can be detected easily, whereas this would rarely be the case if 

observations were made by humans. Different deployment techniques have been explored, including 

simple insertion, pipe-crawlers, walking robots, crawling robots, wheeled robots or tracked robots. Where 

appropriate, UAVs such as fixed wing aircraft, drones and airships have also been considered. 
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The measurement and sensing techniques programme seeks appropriate application of new cameras, 

stereovision systems, chemical mapping, LIDAR, and radiation detectors, chosen depending on the 

situation requiring in-situ characterisation, and depend on the maximum payload weight. 

Often data processing is performed on-board, and a common robotic software platform has been 

established to enable modularity of sensor systems. Possible using various techniques depending on 

environmental restrictions, communication to a control station is required for examining real-time data, 

camera feeds, and to control the movement of the delivery vehicle. 

Commercially available off-the-shelf technologies can generate significant impact, when applied in 

combination as a bespoke instrument. Our nuclear robotics applied research programme explores the 

appropriate use of delivery vehicles (chosen to contend with cluttered terrains, reduce contamination 

pickup, operate remotely or to carry heavy payloads), sensing devices (depending on what measurements 

might be required for a given scenario) and communication technologies (LiFi, WiFi, fibre-optics, wired 

network or Bluetooth depending on the application). Considered as a whole, the appropriate designs have 

been developed based on the requirements from the end-users, be that as an input into the safety case or as 

initial scoping trials. Increasingly, once trialed in our labs the systems are demonstrated on nuclear sites to 

show capabilities and sample datasets to the end-users. 

Once demonstrated on nuclear sites, our plan is to commercialise the robotic systems to gain necessary 

certification, regulatory approval and include features required by the end-user, such that well-qualified 

new data may be collected and used routinely by nuclear operators. 

Our cutting-edge applied research programme allows us to combine standard, well-proven techniques 

with novel research, to enable licensees to commence problem-solving through in-situ characterisation. A 

selection of successful projects within our robotics for nuclear programme will be presented in this paper, 

and we seek further applications in which these technologies could be deployed for the nuclear industry’s 

benefit. 

TECHNOLOGY STREAMS UNDER DEVELOPMENT 

Electronics 

In some locations, restrictions on the use of batteries as power supplies and on wireless data transmission 

mean bespoke electronics are required to enable power and control of platforms and instrument payloads 

at extended distances. Wireless communications with on-board batteries for power are often the optimal 

solution, but in certain applications wireless is restricted by physical barriers, large distances or by data 

security rules. Novel techniques have been required to operate within locations remote from the operator, 

with power and data transmission by tethered cable only. An overview of a bespoke power electronics 

system used for our mobile platforms is described in [2]. 

 

Sensor payloads 

In general we aim for a modularized system of payloads, in which a Robot Operating System (ROS)-

enabled microprocessor arranges the acquisition from a range of sensors, and transfers this data in real 

time to a display and storage unit. Our system allows for the use of a standard range of sensors 

(temperature, humidity, cameras, stereocameras, or radiation detectors) independent of platform. 

 

We are investigating the use of modified off-the-shelf components integrated together to provide the 

information required about a particular location. For many datasets, cheap off the shelf components are 

available (sch as temperature and humidity), whereas for more specialized measurements, modifications 

might be required to achieve successful measurements. Radiation detection is an area of interest for many 

nuclear applications, and we have customized several scintillating and semiconductor spectrometer 
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systems to allow integration with our platforms. As an example of a specialized radiometric device, the 

development of new diamond-based detectors was previously reported to WMS in [3] and was 

successfully deployed in a nuclear reprocessing plant, with data shown in [4]. 

 

Location 

Sensor data only has value if attributed to the location from which it was gathered. Therefore an important 

underpinning aspect of our programme is to pinpoint the robot and sensor position at any given time. This 

is trivial outside where open sky enables the use of GPS measurements, for example on drones exploring 

contaminated land. However, GPS is generally to be avoided on nuclear plant, especially when the signal 

inside a building is restricted by significant thicknesses of concrete and steel. 

 

In general we use a laser rangefinder LIDAR system to generate a 2D map of the environment, which 

enables the robot to locate itself within a building, and upon which sensor values are overlaid. An 

example of an arbitrary dataset (in this case WiFi signal strength) is shown overlaid onto such a map in 

Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Advanced control algorithms 

Recently, UK nuclear decommissioning sectors have shown emerging interests in applying industrial 

robots toward automated waste processing solutions [5]. This reduces the financial and time investment in 

the development of nuclear robotic systems, by integrating off-the-shelf robots with special sensors and 

tools, e.g. [6]. However, industrial robots are typically designed to complete repetitively operations in 

well confined industrial environments. Therefore, it is critical for control engineers to develop advanced 

control algorithms, which provide industrial robots abilities to tackle manipulating operations in complex 

nuclear environments.  

As an example of on-going research, an adaptive control algorithm was developed for industrial robots in 

nuclear waste handling tasks. The control algorithm allows for high handling precision at millimetre level, 

 

Figure 1: Example dataset of WiFi signal strength overlaid onto self-generated 2D building interior 

map. 
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while compensating gravity regardless of the mounting directions and the environmental disturbances. At 

the same time, the controller estimates the dimensional information of the objects handled by the 

manipulator in real-time.  The control algorithm demonstrates robust performance in simulations. 

Demonstrative experiments are planned for waste handling operations. 

 

 

PLATFORMS UNDER DEVELOPMENT 

In this section three types of instrument platforms are outlined: moving ground platforms, 

unmanned aerial vehicles, and fixed inspection platforms. 
 

Moving ground platforms 

We have chosen two moving ground platforms, chosen for their small size and low cost: the hexapod 

“Spider Bot” (Figure 2) [7] and wheeled robot “Turtle Rover” Figure 3 [8]. Both carry a radiation 

mapping payload, and are designed for remote radiation mapping and visual inspection of contaminated 

environments. Whilst the Turtle Rover can tolerate large and heavy payloads, the Spider Bot is able to 

pick its way over more cluttered floor, and its boot-covered feet serve to significantly reduce 

contamination pickup. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2: The Spiderbot mobile radiation mapping platform is able to mount small obstacles in its 

path. 
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Unmanned Aerial Vehciles (UAVs) 

The University of Bristol team has used UAVs or drones for several years to understand the changing 

environmental conditions in Fukushima Prefecture due to the radioactive fallout following the disaster in 

March 2011 [9]. Proven in Fukushima, these have recently been used to characterise locations of interest 

in Ukraine from the Chernobyl accident.  

 

Figure 3: The wheeled “Turtle Rover” moving sensor platform can tolerate payloads up to 5kg. 
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Fixed inspection 

Two forms of fixed inspection have been investigated in our study: an inexpensive tripod-based system 

with a series of cameras and a set of trials with commercially-available Kuka robot arms. 

 

For applications in which visual inspection of a facility’s interior condition is appropriate, we have 

investigated the use of a fixed tripod system loaded with affordable cameras and lighting systems to 

provide a remote 360º inspection. This prototype system shown in Figure 5 has the ability to look up to 

the roof and down to the floor, and is operated at a distance of 50m. 

 

Figure 4: Drones can be used to repeatedly map an outdoor site using cameras and radiation 

detectors. A quadcopter is used here to fly above a bail site in Fukushima, to assess changes in 

distribution of radioactive material on successive years. 
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We have studied the use of two types of Kuka robot arms: a KUKA 150KR (useful for heavy payloads) 

and a force-torque enabled LBR “iiwa” type, which would be more suitable for glovebox characterisation. 

Detailed testing of radiation profiling using the 150KR robot arm is available in [10], and an irradiation 

study of the LBR is available from [11] using the methodology described in [12]. 

 

Figure 5: Fixed tripod system consisting of lighting rig, LIDAR rangefinder, stereovision cameras 

and pan/tilt system. 
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Remote handling  

Another developing platform is the teleoperation solution shown in Figure 8 for remote handling 

applications. This solution aims to develop an intuitive approach for human operators to remotely inspect 

and manipulate nuclear waste materials. The solution allows an operator to teleoperate an industrial robot 

using an off-the-shelf remote controller in real time. The solution has been developed in a modular 

manner, to permit rapid integration of different sensors and grippers with the platform. 

Motivated for cheap remote handling solutions, a modular 3D printed hand has been developed as a 

gripper for waste handling [13]. The prototype allows for various gripping tasks, including both power 

grasping or pinching motions, for up to 10 kg objects. Control algorithms are under development in order 

to integrate the humanoid hand with the remote handling solution as a demonstrative example.    

 

Figure 6: The Kuka 150KR heavy duty 

industrial robot. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Kuka iiwa LBR useful for precise and 

human-safe operations. 
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“FIT FOR NUCLEAR” TRIALS 

A series of trials aimed at understanding the capabilities of each system and seeking design feedback have 

been undertaken at various locations worldwide, supporting our research. In the UK, demonstrations at 

sites operated by Magnox Ltd, AWE plc and Sellafield Ltd have been used in this way. Further afield, 

fieldwork in Fukushima, Chernobyl and a uranium ore processing facility (PChP) in the Ukraine have 

been used to demonstrate the value of data collected using robotic systems. 

 

We have been able to use field experience to suggest improvements in the operation of each system, and 

recommend the approach of rigorous testing outside the lab to understand how to resolve hardware or 

software issues early on. Often, the inspection has not proceeded as expected in the lab, and it has only 

been by testing out in the field, either in a nuclear fallout zone, or on a nuclear site, that the required 

changes to a system become clear. 

 

FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

We seek further applications from the worldwide nuclear industry in which relatively low-cost inspection 

kit could be deployed to collect data from inside legacy nuclear plant. A range of benefits to the site 

licensee are available by obtaining an improved understanding the condition of plant, and so we continue 

to encourage proof-of-principle deployments at nuclear sites around the world, which builds confidence in 

our instrumentation. Ultimately, once developed to an appropriate level, we expect much of our 

instrumentation to be taken forwards by commercial organizations to produce as products, or to provide 

as a service to clients. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Robotic inspection systems can deliver significant gains for monitoring and inspection by reducing costs 

and time, whilst improving accuracy and safety. We recognise that a significant challenge is posed by 

cultural acceptance, which may be overcome via repeated demonstration of capability on sites. 

Investment in delivering fit-for-nuclear robotic inspection instruments is necessary for long term cost 

savings, and without such new technologies, the industry will increasingly struggle to compete with 

renewables.  

 

 

 

Figure 8: A lightweight remote handling solution: the industrial lightweight robot is remotely 

controlled by human operator at 100 Hz sampling rate in real-time; and a 3D printed lightweight 

hand has been developed to be used for power and pinch grasping at low cost in remote handling 

missions. 
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